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SUMMARY
(see Table 1 for a summary of these recommendations)
(167). Furthermore, the College has now developed best
practice guidelines with respect to exercise program
structure, behavioral recommendations, and risk management strategies for exercise in older adult populations (46).
Recently, the Department of Health and Human Services
published for the first time national physical activity
guidelines. The 2008 Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans (50) affirms that regular physical activity reduces the
risk of many adverse health outcomes. The guidelines state
that all adults should avoid inactivity, that some physical
activity is better than none, and that adults who participate in
any amount of physical activity gain some health benefits.
However, the guidelines emphasize that for most health
outcomes, additional benefits occur as the amount of physical
activity increases through higher intensity, greater frequency,
and/or longer duration. The guidelines stress that if older
adults cannot do 150 min of moderate-intensity aerobic
activity per week because of chronic conditions, they should
be as physically active as their abilities and conditions allow.
This revision of the ACSM Position Stand ‘‘Exercise and
Physical Activity for Older Adults’’ updates and expands the
earlier Position Stand and provides an overview of issues
critical to exercise and physical activity in older adults. The
Position Stand is divided into three sections: Section 1 briefly
reviews some of the structural and functional changes that
characterize normal human aging. Section 2 considers the
extent to which exercise and/or physical activity can influence
the aging process through its impact on physiological function
and through its impact on the development and progression of
chronic disease and disabling conditions. Section 3 summarizes the benefits of both long-term exercise and physical
activity and shorter-duration exercise programs on health and
functional capacity. The benefits are summarized primarily for
the two exercise modalities for which the most data are
available: 1) aerobic exercise and 2) resistance exercise.
However, information about the known benefits of balance
and flexibility exercise is included whenever sufficient data
exist. This section concludes with a discussion of the benefits
of exercise and physical activity for psychological health and
well-being.

The purpose of this Position Stand is to provide an overview of issues
critical to understanding the importance of exercise and physical activity in
older adult populations. The Position Stand is divided into three sections:
Section 1 briefly reviews the structural and functional changes that characterize normal human aging, Section 2 considers the extent to which exercise and physical activity can influence the aging process, and Section 3
summarizes the benefits of both long-term exercise and physical activity
and shorter-duration exercise programs on health and functional capacity.
Although no amount of physical activity can stop the biological aging
process, there is evidence that regular exercise can minimize the
physiological effects of an otherwise sedentary lifestyle and increase active
life expectancy by limiting the development and progression of chronic
disease and disabling conditions. There is also emerging evidence for
significant psychological and cognitive benefits accruing from regular
exercise participation by older adults. Ideally, exercise prescription for
older adults should include aerobic exercise, muscle strengthening
exercises, and flexibility exercises. The evidence reviewed in this Position
Stand is generally consistent with prior American College of Sports
Medicine statements on the types and amounts of physical activity recommended for older adults as well as the recently published 2008 Physical
Activity Guidelines for Americans. All older adults should engage in regular physical activity and avoid an inactive lifestyle.
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I

n the decade since the publication of the first edition of
the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)
Position Stand ‘‘Exercise and Physical Activity for
Older Adults,’’ a significant amount of new evidence has
accumulated regarding the benefits of regular exercise and
physical activity for older adults. In addition to new
evidence regarding the importance of exercise and physical
activity for healthy older adults, there is now a growing
body of knowledge supporting the prescription of exercise
and physical activity for older adults with chronic diseases
and disabilities. In 2007, ACSM, in conjunction with the
American Heart Association (AHA), published physical
activity and public health recommendations for older adults
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TABLE 1. Summary of ACSM/AHA physical activity recommendations for older adults.
The current consensus recommendations of the ACSM and AHA with respect to the frequency, intensity, and duration of exercise and physical activity for older adults are
summarized below. The ACSM/AHA Physical Activity Recommendations are generally consistent with the 2008 DHHS Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans, which also
recommend 150 minIwkj1 of physical activity for health benefits. However, the DHHS Guidelines note that additional benefits occur as the amount of physical activity increases
through higher intensity, greater frequency, and/or longer duration. The DHHS Physical Activity Guidelines stress that if older adults cannot do 150 min of moderate-intensity
aerobic activityIwkj1 because of chronic conditions, they should be as physically active as their abilities and conditions allow.
Endurance exercise for older adults:
Frequency: For moderate-intensity activities, accumulate at least 30 or up to 60 (for greater benefit) minIdj1 in bouts of at least 10 min each to total 150–300 minIwkj1, at least
20–30 minIdj1 or more of vigorous-intensity activities to total 75–150 minIwkj1, an equivalent combination of moderate and vigorous activity.
Intensity: On a scale of 0 to 10 for level of physical exertion, 5 to 6 for moderate-intensity and 7 to 8 for vigorous intensity.
Duration: For moderate-intensity activities, accumulate at least 30 minIdj1 in bouts of at least 10 min each or at least 20 minIdj1 of continuous activity for vigorous-intensity
activities.
Type: Any modality that does not impose excessive orthopedic stress; walking is the most common type of activity. Aquatic exercise and stationary cycle exercise may be
advantageous for those with limited tolerance for weight bearing activity.
Resistance exercise for older adults:
Frequency: At least 2 dIwkj1.
Intensity: Between moderate- (5–6) and vigorous- (7–8) intensity on a scale of 0 to 10.
Type: Progressive weight training program or weight bearing calisthenics (8–10 exercises involving the major muscle groups of 8–12 repetitions each), stair climbing, and other
strengthening activities that use the major muscle groups.
Flexibility exercise for older adults:
Frequency: At least 2 dIwkj1.
Intensity: Moderate (5–6) intensity on a scale of 0 to 10.
Type: Any activities that maintain or increase flexibility using sustained stretches for each major muscle group and static rather than ballistic movements.
Balance exercise for frequent fallers or individuals with mobility problems:
ACSM/AHA Guidelines currently recommend balance exercise for individuals who are frequent fallers or for individuals with mobility problems. Because of a lack of adequate
research evidence, there are currently no specific recommendations regarding specific frequency, intensity, or type of balance exercises for older adults. However, the ACSM
Exercise Prescription Guidelines recommend using activities that include the following: 1) progressively difficult postures that gradually reduce the base of support (e.g.,
two-legged stand, semitandem stand, tandem stand, one-legged stand), 2) dynamic movements that perturb the center of gravity (e.g., tandem walk, circle turns), 3) stressing
postural muscle groups (e.g., heel stands, toe stands), or 4) reducing sensory input (e.g., standing with eyes closed).
The ACSM/AHA Guidelines recommend the following special considerations when prescribing exercise and physical activity for older adults. The intensity and duration of physical
activity should be low at the outset for older adults who are highly deconditioned, functionally limited, or have chronic conditions that affect their ability to perform physical
tasks. The progression of activities should be individual and tailored to tolerance and preference; a conservative approach may be necessary for the most deconditioned and
physically limited older adults. Muscle strengthening activities and/or balance training may need to precede aerobic training activities among very frail individuals. Older adults
should exceed the recommended minimum amounts of physical activity if they desire to improve their fitness. If chronic conditions preclude activity at the recommended
minimum amount, older adults should perform physical activities as tolerated so as to avoid being sedentary.
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various aspects of the aging process. The recently published
ACSM/AHA physical activity and public health recommendations (167) for older adults suggest that, in most cases,
‘‘old age’’ guidelines apply to individuals aged 65 yr or
older, but they can also be relevant for adults aged 50–64 yr
with clinically significant chronic conditions or functional
limitations that affect movement ability, fitness, or physical
activity. Consistent with this logic, in the present review,
most literatures cited are from studies of individuals aged
65 yr and older; however, occasionally, studies of younger
persons are included when appropriate.
Process. In 2005, the writing group was convened by
the American College of Sports Medicine and charged with
updating the existing ACSM Position Stand on exercise
for older adults. The panel members had expertise in public
health, behavioral science, epidemiology, exercise science,
medicine, and gerontology. The panel initially reviewed the
existing ACSM Position Stand and developed an outline for
the revised statement. Panel members next wrote background papers addressing components of the proposed
Position Stand, using their judgment to develop a strategy
for locating and analyzing relevant evidence. The panelists
relied as appropriate on both original publications and
earlier reviews of evidence, without repeating them.
Because of the breadth and diversity of topics covered in
the Position Stand and the ACSM requirement that Position
Stands be no longer than 30 pages and include no more than
300 citations, the panel was not able to undertake a systematic review of all of the published evidence of the benefits
of physical activity in the older population. Rather, the
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Definition of terms. Throughout the review, the
Institute of Medicine’s definitions of physical activity and
exercise and related concepts are adopted, where physical
activity refers to body movement that is produced by the
contraction of skeletal muscles and that increases energy
expenditure. Exercise refers to planned, structured, and
repetitive movement to improve or maintain one or more
components of physical fitness. Throughout the Position
Stand, evidence about the impact of exercise training is
considered for several dimensions of exercise: aerobic
exercise training (AET) refers to exercises in which the
body’s large muscles move in a rhythmic manner for
sustained periods; resistance exercise training (RET) is
exercise that causes muscles to work or hold against an
applied force or weight; flexibility exercise refers to activities designed to preserve or extend range of motion
(ROM) around a joint; and balance training refers to a
combination of activities designed to increase lower body
strength and reduce the likelihood of falling. Participation in
exercise and the accumulation of physical activity have been
shown to result in improvements in Physical fitness, which is
operationally defined as a state of well-being with a low risk
of premature health problems and energy to participate in a
variety of physical activities. Sedentary living is defined as a
way of living or lifestyle that requires minimal physical
activity and that encourages inactivity through limited
choices, disincentives, and/or structural or financial barriers.
There is no consensus in the aging literature regarding when
old age begins and no specific guidelines about the
minimum age of participants in studies that examine the

Position Stand presents a critical and informed synthesis of
the major published work relevant to exercise and physical
activity for older adults.
Strength of evidence. In accordance with ACSM
Position Stand guidelines, throughout this Position Stand, we
have attempted to summarize the strength of the available
scientific evidence underlying the relationships observed in
the various subsections of the review. An Agency for Health
Care Research and Quality (AHRQ) report notes that no single
approach is ideally suited for assessing the strength of
scientific evidence particularly in cases where evidence is
drawn from a variety of methodologies (260). The AHRQ
report notes that significant challenges arise when evaluating
the strength of evidence in a body of knowledge comprising
of combinations of observational and randomized clinical
trial (RCT) data as frequently occurs in aging research. The
AHRQ consensus report notes that although many experts
would agree that RCTs help to ameliorate problems related to
selection bias, others note that epidemiological studies with
larger aggregate samples or with samples that examine diverse participants in a variety of settings can also enhance the
strength of scientific evidence. Consistent with this approach,
in this Position Stand, the writing group adopted a taxonomy
in which both RCT and observational data were considered
important when rating the strength of available evidence into
one of four levels. In each case, the writing group collectively
evaluated the strength of the published evidence in accordance
with the following criteria:
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1. Evidence Level A. Overwhelming evidence from RCTs
and/or observational studies, which provides a consistent pattern of findings on the basis of substantial data.
2. Evidence Level B. Strong evidence from a combination of RCT and/or observational studies but with
some studies showing results that are inconsistent with
the overall conclusion.
3. Evidence Level C. Generally positive or suggestive
evidence from a smaller number of observational
studies and/or uncontrolled or nonrandomized trials.
4. Evidence Level D. Panel consensus judgment that the
strength of the evidence is insufficient to place it in
categories A through C.

SECTION 1: NORMAL HUMAN AGING
Structural and functional decline. With advancing
age, structural and functional deterioration occurs in most
physiological systems, even in the absence of discernable
disease (152). These age-related physiological changes affect
a broad range of tissues, organ systems, and functions,
which, cumulatively, can impact activities of daily living
(ADL) and the preservation of physical independence in
older adults. Declines in maximal aerobic capacity (V̇O2max)
and skeletal muscle performance with advancing age are
two examples of physiological aging (98). Variation in each
of these measures are important determinants of exercise
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tolerance (245) and functional abilities (16,41) among older
adults. Baseline values in middle-aged women and men
predict future risks of disability (19,192), chronic disease
(18) and death (18,160). Age-related reductions in V̇O2max
and strength also suggest that at any submaximal exercise
load, older adults are often required to exert a higher percentage of their maximal capacity (and effort) when compared with younger persons.
Changing body composition is another hallmark of the
physiological aging process, which has profound effects on
health and physical function among older adults. Specific
examples include the gradual accumulation of body fat and its
redistribution to central and visceral depots during middle age
and the loss of muscle (sarcopenia) during middle and old age,
with the attendant metabolic (113,190) and cardiovascular
(123,222) disease risks. A summary of these and other
examples of physiological aging, the usual time course of
these changes, and the potential functional and clinical
significance of these changes are provided in Table 2.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A. Advancing age is associated with physiologic
changes that result in reductions in functional capacity and
altered body composition.
Declining physical activity. Older populations are
generally less physically active than young adults, as indicated
by self-report and interview, body motion sensors, and more
direct approaches for determining daily caloric expenditure
(53,216,261). Although the total time spent per day in
exercise and lifestyle physical activities by some active older
adults may approach that of younger normally active adults
(11,217), the types of physical activities most popular among
older adults are consistently of lower intensity (walking,
gardening, golf, low-impact aerobic activities) (191,209)
compared with those of younger adults (running, higherimpact aerobic activities) (209). A detailed breakdown of
physical activity participation data by age groups and physical activity types is beyond the scope of this review; however,
the National Center for Health Statistics maintains a database
of the most recent monitoring data for tracking Healthy
People 2010 objectives including physical activity. Data are
included for all the objectives and subgroups identified in
the Healthy People 2010, including older adults (166).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A/B. Advancing age is associated with declines in
physical activity volume and intensity.
Increased chronic disease risk. The relative risk of
developing and ultimately dying from many chronic diseases
including cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, obesity, and
certain cancers increases with advancing age (137,217,222).
Older populations also exhibit the highest prevalence of
degenerative musculoskeletal conditions such as osteoporosis, arthritis, and sarcopenia (176,179,217). Thus, age is
considered a primary risk factor for the development and
progression of most chronic degenerative disease states.
However, regular physical activity substantially modifies
these risks. This is suggested by studies demonstrating a
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TABLE 2. Summary of typical changes in physiological function and body composition with advancing age in healthy humans.
Variables
Muscular function
Muscle strength and power

Muscle endurance and fatigability
Balance and mobility

Motor performance and control
Flexibility and joint ROM

Cardiovascular function
Cardiac function

Vascular function
Blood pressure
Regional blood flow
O2 extraction

Blood volume and composition
Body fluid regulation

Pulmonary function
Ventilation
Gas exchange
Physical functional capacities
Maximal O2 uptake
O2 uptake kinetics
Lactate and ventilatory thresholds
Submaximal work efficiency
Walking kinematics

Stair climbing ability
Body composition/metabolism
Height

Weight

Muscle mass and size
MQ

Regional adiposity

Bone density
Metabolic changes

Isometric, concentric, and eccentric strength decline from age È40 yr, accelerate
after age 65–70 yr. Lower body strength declines at a faster rate than upper body
strength. Power declines at faster rate than strength.
Endurance declines. Maintenance of force at a given relative intensity may increase
with age. Age effects on mechanisms of fatigue are unclear and task-dependent.
Sensory, motor, and cognitive changes alter biomechanics (sit, stand, locomotion).
These changes + environmental constraints can adversely affect balance and
mobility.
Reaction time increases. Speed of simple and repetitive movements slows. Altered
control of precision movements. Complex tasks affected more than simple tasks.
Declines are significant for hip (20%–30%), spine (20%–30%), and ankle
(30%–40%) flexion by age 70 yr, especially in women. Muscle and tendon
elasticity decreases.

Deficits in strength and power predict
disability in old age and mortality risk.

Max HR (208 j 0.7  age), stroke volume, and cardiac output decline. Slowed HR
response at exercise onset. Altered diastolic filling pattern (rest, ex). Reduced left
ventricular ejection fraction %. Decreased HR variability.
Aorta and its major branches stiffen. Vasodilator capacity and endothelium-dependent
dilation of most peripheral arteries (brachial, cutaneous) decrease.
BP at rest (especially systolic) increases. BP during submaximal and maximal exercise
are higher in old vs young, especially in older women.
Leg blood flow is generally reduced at rest, submaximal, and maximal exercise. Renal and
splanchnic vasoconstriction during submaximal exercise may be reduced with age.
Systemic: same at rest and during submaximal exercise, same or slightly lower at
maximal exercise.
Legs: no change at rest or during submaximal exercise exercise; decreased slightly at
maximal exercise.
Reduced total and plasma volumes; small reduction in hemoglobin concentration.

Major determinant of reduced exercise
capacity with aging.

Thirst sensation decreases. Renal sodium- and water-conserving capacities are
impaired. Total body water declines with age.

Unclear but may impact recovery from
repetitive daily tasks.
Impaired balance increases fear of
falling and can reduce daily activity.
Impacts many IADL and increases risk
of injury and task learning time.
Poor flexibility may increase risks of
injury, falling, and back pain.

Arterial stiffening and endothelial
dysfunction increase CVD risk.
Increased systolic BP reflects increased
work of the heart
May influence exercise, ADL, and BP
regulation in old age
Capacity for peripheral O2 extraction is
relatively maintained.

May contribute to reduced max stroke
volume via reduced cardiac preload.
May predispose to dehydration and
impaired exercise tolerance in the
heat.

Chest wall stiffens. Expiratory muscle strength decreases. Older adults adopt different
breathing strategy during exercise. Work of breathing increases.
Loss of alveoli and increased size of remaining alveoli; reduces surface area for O2 and
CO2 exchange in the lungs.

Pulmonary aging not limiting to exercise
capacity, except in athlete.
Arterial blood gases usually wellmaintained up to maximal exercise.

Overall decline averages 0.4–0.5 mLIkgj1Iminj1Iyrj1 (9% per decade) in healthy
sedentary adults. Longitudinal data suggest rate of decline accelerates with
advancing age.
Systemic O2 uptake kinetics at exercise onset is slowed in old vs young, but this
may be task specific. Prior warm-up exercise may normalize age difference.
Ventilatory thresholds (expressed as a percentage of V̇O2max) increase with age.
Maximal lactate production, tolerance, and clearance rate postexercise decline.
Metabolic cost of walking at a given speed is increased. Work efficiency (cycling) is
preserved, but O2 debt may increase in sedentary adults.
Preferred walking speed is slower. Stride length is shorter; double-limb support
duration is longer. Increased gait variability. These age differences are
exaggerated when balance is perturbed.
Maximal step height is reduced, reflects integrated measure of leg strength,
coordinated muscle activation, and dynamic balance.

Indicates functional reserve; disease
and mortality risk factor.

Height declines approximately 1 cm per decade during the 40s and 50s, accelerated
after age 60 yr (women 9 men). Vertebral disks compress; thoracic curve becomes
more pronounced.
Weight steadily increases during the 30s, 40s, and 50s, stabilizes until Èage 70 yr, then
declines. Age-related changes in weight and BMI can mask fat gain/muscle loss.
FFM declines 2%–3% per decade from 30 to 70 yr of age. Losses of total body protein
and potassium likely reflect the loss of metabolically active tissue (i.e., muscle).
Total muscle mass declines from age È40 yr, accelerated after age 65–70 yr (legs lose
muscle faster). Limb muscles exhibit reductions in fiber number and size (Type II 9 I).
Lipid and collagen content increase. Type I MHC content increases, type II MHC
decreases. Peak-specific force declines. Oxidative capacity per kg muscle
declines.
Body fat increases during the 30s, 40s, and 50s, with a preferential accumulation in the
visceral (intra-abdominal) region, especially in men. After age 70 yr, fat (all sites)
decreases.
Bone mass peaks in the mid to late 20s. BMD declines 0.5%Iyrj1 or more after age
40 yr. Women have disproportionate loss of bone (2%–3%Iyrj1) after menopause.
RMR (absolute and per kg FFM), muscle protein synthesis rates (mitochondria and MHC),
and fat oxidation (during submaximal exercise) all decline with advancing age.

Slow V̇O2 kinetics may increase O2
deficit and promote early fatigue.
Indicative of reduced capacity for high
intensity exercise.
Implications for caloric cost and V̇O2
prediction in older adults.
Implications for physical function and
risk of falling.
Implications for mobility and physically
demanding ADL.
Vertebral changes can impair mobility
and other daily tasks.
Large, rapid loss of weight in old age
can indicate disease process.
FFM seems to be an important
physiological regulator.
Loss of muscle mass, Type II fiber
size = reduced muscle speed/power.
Changes may be related to insulin
resistance and muscle weakness.
Accumulation of visceral fat is linked to
CV and metabolic disease.
Osteopenia (1–2.5 SD below young
controls) elevates fracture risk.
These may influence substrate utilization
during exercise.

Typical changes generally reflect age-associated differences on the basis of cross-sectional data, which can underestimate changes followed longitudinally.
a
The strength of existing evidence for the functional associations identified in the far right column ranges between A and D.
BMI, body mass index; BP, blood pressure; CVD, cardiovascular disease; IADL, instrumental ADL; MHC, myosin heavy chain; Peak, peak or maximal exercise responses; RMR, resting
metabolic rate.
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FFM

Functional Significancea

Typical Changes

statistically significant decrease in the relative risk of
cardiovascular and all-cause mortality among persons who
are classified as highly fit (and/or highly active) compared
with those in a similar age range who are classified as
moderately fit (and/or normally active) or low fit (and/or
sedentary). The largest increment in mortality benefit is seen
when comparing sedentary adults with those in the next
highest physical activity level (19). Additional evidence
suggests that muscular strength and power also predict allcause and cardiovascular mortality, independent of cardiovascular fitness (69,122). Thus, avoidance of a sedentary
lifestyle by engaging in at least some daily physical activity
is a prudent recommendation for reducing the risk of developing chronic diseases and postponing premature mortality at
any age. Although a detailed breakdown of the impact of
physical activity on the reduction in risk of developing and
dying from chronic diseases is beyond the scope of this
review, the recently published Physical Activity Guidelines
Advisory Committee Report (51) by the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS) provides a comprehensive
summary of the evidence linking physical activity with the
risk of developing and dying from a variety of different
conditions. The report contains information for the general
population as well as for older adults in particular.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category B. Advancing age is associated with increased
risk for chronic diseases, but physical activity significantly
reduces this risk.
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SECTION 2: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND THE
AGING PROCESS
Physical activity and the aging process. Aging is a
complex process involving many factors that interact with one
another, including primary aging processes, ‘‘secondary
aging’’ effects (resulting from chronic disease and lifestyle
behaviors), and genetic factors (152,258). The impact of
physical activity on primary aging processes is difficult
to study in humans because cellular aging processes and
disease mechanisms are highly intertwined (137). There
are currently no lifestyle interventions, including exercise,
which have been shown to reliably extend maximal lifespan
in humans (98,175). Rather, regular physical activity increases average life expectancy through its influence on
chronic disease development (via reduction of secondary
aging effects). Physical activity also limits the impact of
secondary aging through restoration of functional capacity in
previously sedentary older adults. AET and RET programs
can increase aerobic capacity and muscle strength, respectively, by 20%–30% or more in older adults (101,139).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A. Regular physical activity increases average life
expectancy through its influence on chronic disease development, through the mitigation of age-related biological changes
and their associated effects on health and well-being, and
through the preservation of functional capacity.
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Factors influencing functional decline in aging.
Although the pattern of age-related change for most physiological variables is one of decline, some individuals show little
or no change for a given variable, whereas others show some
improvement with age (119). There are also individuals for
whom physical functioning oscillates, exhibiting variable
rates of change over time (120,187,192), possibly reflecting
variable levels of physical activity and other cyclical
(seasonal) or less predictable (sickness, injuries) influences.
However, even after accounting for the effect of different
levels of physical activity, there is still substantial betweensubject variability (at a given point in time and in rates of
change over time) for most physiological measures, and this
variability seems to increase with age (231). Individual
variation is also apparent in the adaptive responses to a
standardized exercise training program; some individuals
show dramatic changes for a given variable (responders),
whereas others show minimal effects (nonresponders) (24).
Determining the extent to which genetic and lifestyle
factors influence age-associated functional declines and the
magnitude of the adaptive responses to exercise (i.e.,
trainability) of both younger and older individuals is an
area of active investigation. Exercise training studies involving families and twin pairs report a significant genetic
influence on baseline physiological function (explaining
È30% to 70% of between-subjects variance) and trainability of aerobic fitness (24), skeletal muscle properties (199),
and cardiovascular risk factors (24). Although the role of
genetic factors in determining changes in function over time
and in response to exercise training in older humans is not
well understood, it is likely that a combination of lifestyle
and genetic factors contribute to the wide interindividual
variability seen in older adults.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category B. Individuals differ widely in how they age and in
how they adapt to an exercise program. It is likely that a combination of genetic and lifestyle factors contribute to the wide
interindividual variability seen in older adults.
Exercise and the aging process. The acute physiological adjustments of healthy sedentary older men and
women to submaximal aerobic exercise are qualitatively
similar to those of young adults and are adequate in meeting
the major regulatory demands of exercise, which include the
control of arterial blood pressure and vital organ perfusion,
augmentation of oxygen and substrate delivery and utilization within active muscle, maintenance of arterial blood
homeostasis, and dissipation of heat (213). The acute
cardiovascular and neuromuscular adjustments to resistance
exercise (both isometric and dynamic) also seem to be well
preserved in healthy older adults (213). Accordingly, the
normal age-associated reductions in functional capacity
discussed in Section 1 should not limit the ability of healthy
older adults to engage in aerobic or resistance exercise. In
addition, long-term adaptive or training responses of middleaged and nonfrail older adults to conventional AET or RET
programs (i.e., relative intensity-based, progressive overload)
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factor that discriminates between those individuals who have
and have not experienced successful aging.
Physical activity and the prevention, management, and treatment of diseases and chronic
conditions. There is growing evidence that regular physical
activity reduces risk of developing numerous chronic conditions and diseases including cardiovascular disease, stroke,
hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, obesity,
colon cancer, breast cancer, cognitive impairment, anxiety,
and depression. In addition, physical activity is recommended
as a therapeutic intervention for the treatment and management of many chronic diseases including coronary heart
disease (70,185,242), hypertension (37,183,241), peripheral
vascular disease (157), type 2 diabetes (220), obesity (252),
elevated cholesterol (165,241), osteoporosis (75,251), osteoarthritis (1,3), claudication (232), and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (170). Furthermore, clinical practice
guidelines also identify a role for physical activity in the
treatment and management of conditions such as depression
and anxiety disorders (26), dementia (54), pain (4), congestive heart failure (197), syncope (25), stroke (79), back pain
(85), and constipation (142). Although a detailed review of
the impact of regular physical activity on the development,
treatment, and management of chronic diseases is beyond the
scope of this Position Stand, Table 3 summarizes a growing
body of evidence that regular physical activity reduces the
risk of developing a large number of chronic diseases and is
valuable in the treatment of numerous diseases.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category A/B. Regular physical activity reduces the risk
of developing a large number of chronic diseases and conditions and is valuable in the treatment of numerous diseases.

SECTION 3: BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY AND EXERCISE
This section summarizes published research with respect to
the known benefits of exercise on functional capacity, chronic
disease risk, and quality of life (QOL) in adults of various
ages. The review considers first the effects of long-term
participation in exercise by aerobic- and resistance-trained
athletes, followed by a summary of the benefits of various
modes of exercise training in previously sedentary individuals.
The section concludes with a discussion of the benefits of
physical activity and exercise training for psychological
health, cognitive functioning, and overall QOL.
STUDIES OF LONG-TERM PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
IN ATHLETES
Aerobic athletes. Compared to their sedentary, agematched peers, older athletes exhibit a broad range of
physiological and health advantages. These benefits include,
but are not limited to the following: 1) a more favorable body
composition profile, including less total and abdominal body
fat (76,98), a greater relative muscle mass (% of body mass)
in the limbs (235), and higher bone mineral density (BMD)
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are qualitatively similar to those seen in young adults.
Although absolute improvements tend to be less in older
versus young people, the relative increases in many
variables, including V̇O2max (100), submaximal metabolic
responses (211), and exercise tolerance with AET and limb
muscle strength (139), endurance (255), and size (203) in
response to RET, are generally similar. Physiological aging
alters some of the mechanisms and time course (174,253) by
which older men and women adapt to a given training
stimulus (i.e., older adults may take longer to reach the same
level of improvement), and sex differences are emerging
with respect to these mechanisms (16), but the body’s
adaptive capacity is reasonably well-preserved, at least
through the seventh decade (98,217). During the combined
demands of large muscle exercise and heat and/or cold stress,
however, older individuals do exhibit a greater reduction in
exercise tolerance and an increased risk of heat and cold
illness/injury, respectively, compared with young adults
(126). Age differences in exercise tolerance at higher
ambient temperatures may be at least partially due to the
lower aerobic fitness levels in older adults (126). Cessation
of aerobic training by older adults leads to a rapid loss of
cardiovascular (184,210) and metabolic (201) fitness, whereas strength training-induced (neural) adaptations seem more
persistent (139), similar to what has been observed in
younger populations (44,139).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A. Healthy older adults are able to engage in acute
aerobic or resistance exercise and experience positive adaptations to exercise training.
Physical activity and successful aging. When
centenarians and other long-lived individuals are studied,
their longevity is often attributed to a healthy lifestyle.
Three characteristic behaviors are routinely reported; these
include exercising regularly, maintaining a social network,
and maintaining a positive mental attitude (214,231).
Physiological factors that are most frequently associated
with longevity and successful aging include low blood
pressure, low body mass index and central adiposity, preserved glucose tolerance (low plasma glucose and insulin
concentrations), and an atheroprotective blood lipid profile
consisting of low triglyceride and LDL-cholesterol and high
HDL-cholesterol concentrations (97,231). Regular physical
activity seems to be the only lifestyle behavior identified to
date, other than perhaps caloric restriction, which can
favorably influence a broad range of physiological systems
and chronic disease risk factors (97,98), and may also be
associated with better mental health (154) and social integration (155). Thus, despite large differences in genetic
background among those of a given age cohort, it seems
that physical activity may be a lifestyle factor that discriminates between individuals who have and have not
experienced successful aging (207,214,258).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category B/C. Regular physical activity can favorably influence
a broad range of physiological systems and may be a lifestyle

TABLE 3. Summary of the role of physical activity in the prevention, management, and treatment of chronic disease and disability.
Disease State

Preventive Role

Arthritis

Possible, via prevention
of obesity

Cancer

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies

Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease

No

Chronic renal
failure

Possible, via prevention of
diabetes and hypertension

Cognitive
impairment
Congestive
heart failure

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies
Possible, via prevention of
coronary artery disease
and hypertension
Yes
AET and RET now shown
to be protective

Effective
Exercise Modality

Therapeutic Role
Yes

AET
RET
Aquatic exercise
AET
RET

Yes, for QOL, wasting,
lymphedema, psychological
functioning, breast
cancer survival
Yes, for extrapulmonary
manifestations

AET
RET

Yes, for exercise capacity, body
composition, sarcopenia,
cardiovascular status,
QOL, psychological function,
inflammation, etc.
Yes

AET
RET

RET may be more tolerable in severe disease;
combined effects complementary if feasible
Time exercise sessions to coincide with
bronchodilator medication peak
Use oxygen during exercise as needed
Exercise reduces cardiovascular and metabolic
risk factors; improves depression
RET offsets myopathy of chronic renal
failure

Depression

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies

Yes

AET
RET

Disability

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies, muscle strength
protective
Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies

Yes

AET
RET

Mechanism unknown
Supervision needed for dementia
RET may be more tolerable if dyspnea severely
limits AET activity
Cardiac cachexia targeted by RET
Complementary effects on exercise capacity and
metabolic profile from combined exercise modalities
Resistance may be more tolerable if ischemic threshold
is very low because of lower HR response to training
Moderate- to high-intensity exercise more efficacious
than low-intensity exercise in major depression
Minor depression may respond to wider variety of
exercise modalities and intensities
Choice of exercise should be targeted toetiology
of disability

Yes

AET
RET

Small reductions in systolic and diastolic pressures seen
Larger changes if weight loss occurs

AET
RET

Coronary artery
disease

Hypertension

Yes, for exercise capacity,
survival, cardiovascular risk
profile, symptoms, QOL
Yes

Obesity

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies

Yes

Osteoporosis

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies

Yes

Peripheral vascular
disease

Yes, AET via treatment
of risk factors for
PVD related to exercise

Yes

Stroke

Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies
Yes, AET in epidemiological
studies
RET protective for impaired
glucose tolerance

Yes

Type 2 diabetes

Yes

AET
RET
AET
RET

Other Considerations
Low impact
Sufficient volume to achieve healthy weight if obese

AET
RET

Sufficient energy expenditure to induce deficit
RET maintains lean tissue (muscle and bone)
better than AET during weight loss
AET
AET should be weight-bearing
RET
High-impact, high-velocity
Balance training
activity (e.g., jumping) if tolerable
High-impact exercise RET effects are local to muscles contracted
Balance training should be added to prevent falls
AET
Vascular effect is systemic; upper limb ergometry
may be substituted for leg exercise if necessary
Resistance
RET has positive but less robust effect on claudication
May need to exercise to the limits of pain tolerance
each session to extend time to claudication
AET, treadmill training Most effective treatment modality not clear
RET (treatment)
AET
Exercise every 72 h
RET (treatment)
Moderate- to high-intensity exercise most effective
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AET, aerobic exercise training; RET, resistance exercise training; QOL, quality of life.

at weight bearing sites (78,164); 2) more oxidative and
fatigue-resistant limb muscles (98,188,247); 3) a higher
capacity to transport and use oxygen (173,189,206); 4)
a higher cardiac stroke volume at peak exertion (77,173) and
a ‘‘younger’’ pattern of left ventricular filling (increased
early-to-late inflow velocity, E/A ratio) (55,98); 5) less
cardiovascular (83) and metabolic (38,206,211,212) stress
during exercise at any given submaximal work intensity; 6) a
significantly reduced coronary risk profile (lower blood
pressure, increased HR variability, better endothelial reactivity, lower systemic inflammatory markers, better insulin
sensitivity and glucose homeostasis, lower triglycerides,
LDL, and total cholesterol, higher HDL, and smaller
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waist circumference) (264); 7) faster nerve conduction
velocity (253); and 8) slower development of disability in
old age (257).
Evidence statement and recommendation.
Evidence category B. Vigorous, long-term participation in AET is
associated with elevated cardiovascular reserve and skeletal
muscle adaptations that enable the aerobically trained older
individual to sustain a submaximal exercise load with less
cardiovascular stress and muscular fatigue than their untrained
peers. Prolonged aerobic exercise also seems to slow the agerelated accumulation of central body fat and is cardioprotective.
Resistance-trained athletes. The number of laboratorybased physiological comparisons of resistance-trained
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athletes at various ages is small by comparison to the literature
on aging aerobic athletes. Nevertheless, older RET athletes
tend to have a higher muscle mass (131), are generally leaner
(217), and are È30%–50% stronger (131) than their sedentary peers. Compared to age-matched AET athletes, RET
athletes have more total muscle mass (131), higher bone
mineral densities (236), and maintain higher muscle strength
and power (131).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B. Prolonged participation in RET has clear
benefits for slowing the loss of muscle and bone mass and
strength, which are not seen as consistently with aerobic exercise alone.

BENEFITS OF EXERCISE TRAINING IN
PREVIOUSLY SEDENTARY INDIVIDUALS
AET

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR OLDER ADULTS
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Aerobic exercise capacity. Supervised AET programs of sufficient intensity (Q60% of pretraining V̇O2max),
frequency (Q3 dIwkj1), and length (Q16 wk) can significantly increase V̇O2max in healthy middle-aged and older
adults. The average increase in V̇O2max reported in wellcontrolled studies lasting 16 to 20 wk is +3.8 mLIkgj1Iminj1
or 16.3% when compared with nonexercise control subjects
during the same period. Larger improvements in V̇O2max
are typically observed with longer training periods (20 to
30 wk) but not necessarily higher training intensities (i.e.,
970% of V̇O2max) (100), unless an interval-type training
regimen is used (5,145). Significant AET-induced increases
in V̇O2max have also been reported in healthy subjects
older than 75 yr, but the magnitude of improvement is
significantly less (60,146). Although men and women in their
60s and early 70s show similarly relative (% above
pretraining) increases in V̇O2max after AET compared
with younger adults, there seems to be a sex difference
in the underlying mechanisms of adaptation; older men
exhibit increases in maximal cardiac output and systemic
arteriovenous O2 difference, whereas older women rely
almost exclusively on widening the systemic arteriovenous
O2 difference (228).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A. AET programs of sufficient intensity (Q60% of
pretraining V̇O2max), frequency, and length (Q3 dIwkj1 for
Q16 wk) can significantly increase V̇O2max in healthy middleaged and older adults.
Cardiovascular effects. Three or more months of
moderate-intensity AET (e.g., Q60% of V̇O2max) elicits
several cardiovascular adaptations in healthy (normotensive) middle-aged and older adults, which are evident at
rest and in response to acute dynamic exercise. The most
consistently reported adaptations include the following: 1)
a lower HR at rest (101) and at any submaximal exercise
workload (84); 2) smaller rises in systolic, diastolic, and
mean blood pressures during submaximal exercise (212);

3) improvements in the vasodilator and O2 uptake capacities of the trained muscle groups (116,149,267); and 4)
numerous cardioprotective effects, including reductions in
atherogenic risk factors (reduced triglyceride and increased
HDL concentrations), reductions in large elastic artery
stiffness (239), improved endothelial (49) and baroreflex
(174) function, and increased vagal tone (174). Evidence
for improved myocardial contractile performance (i.e.,
left ventricular systolic and diastolic function), increased
maximal exercise stroke volume, and cardiac hypertrophy after AET has generally been limited to studies
involving men (59,210,229,234) and at higher intensities
of training (145).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A. Three or more months of moderate-intensity
AET elicits cardiovascular adaptations in healthy middleaged and older adults, which are evident at rest and in
response to acute dynamic exercise.
Body composition. Sedentary Americans typically gain
8 to 9 kg of body weight (mostly fat gain) between the ages of
18 and 55 yr (98); this is followed by additional gains of 1 to
2 kg over the next decade and declining body weight
thereafter (76). In studies involving overweight middle-aged
and older adults, moderate-intensity AET (Q60% of V̇O2max)
without dietary modification has generally been shown to be
effective in reducing total body fat. Average losses during
2 to 9 months ranged from 0.4 to 3.2 kg (1%–4% of total
body weight) (123,244) with the magnitude of total fat loss
related to the total number of exercise sessions (80), just as in
younger overweight populations. Although these reductions
in total fat may seem modest in relation to age-related weight
gain, AET can have significant effects on fat loss from the
intra-abdominal (visceral) region (e.g., 920%) (107).
In contrast to its effects on body fat, most studies report
no significant effect of AET on fat-free mass (FFM). A
meta-analysis identified significant increases in total FFM
in only 8 of 36 studies that involved AET, and these
increases were generally less than 1 kg (244). The lack of
impact on FFM accretion by AET reflects the fact that this
form of training, which involves repetitive, but low-force
muscular contractions, does not generally stimulate significant skeletal muscle growth or improve strength.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category A/B. In studies involving overweight middleaged and older adults, moderate-intensity AET has been shown
to be effective in reducing total body fat. In contrast, most
studies report no significant effect of AET on FFM.
Metabolic effects. AET, independent of dietary
changes, can induce multiple changes that enhance the
body’s ability to maintain glycemic control at rest (98,129),
to clear atherogenic lipids (triglycerides) from the circulation after a meal (121), and to preferentially use fat as a
muscular fuel during submaximal exercise (219). Healthy
men and women in their 60s and 70s seem to retain the
capacity to upregulate the cellular processes that facilitate
these respective training effects. However, the impact of

AET on metabolic control measured at the whole body level
and the residual metabolic effects after exercise (throughout
the day) may depend on the intensity of the training
stimulus. For example, although both moderate- (218) and
high-intensity (43) AET are shown to increase glucose
transporter content in the muscles of older humans, it is the
higher-intensity AET programs that may result in greater
improvement in whole-body insulin action (52).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B. AET can induce a variety of favorable
metabolic adaptations including enhanced glycemic control, augmented clearance of postprandial lipids, and preferential utilization of fat during submaximal exercise.
Bone health. Low-intensity weight bearing activities
such as walking (3–5 dIwkj1) for periods of up to 1 yr have
modest, if any, effect on BMD in postmenopausal women
(0%–2% increase in hip, spine BMD) (132). However, such
activities seem beneficial from the standpoint of counteracting age-related losses (0.5 to 1%Iyrj1 in sedentary
controls) and lowering hip fracture risk (7,132). Studies
involving higher-intensity bone loading activities such as
stair climbing/descending, brisk walking, walking with
weighted vests, or jogging, generally report more significant
effects on BMD in postmenopausal women (132), at least
during the short term (1 to 2 yr). Research on the effectiveness of exercise for bone health in older men is
still emerging (125), but one prospective study found
that middle aged and older men who ran nine or more
times per month exhibited lower rates of lumbar bone loss
than men who jogged less frequently (161).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B. AET may be effective in counteracting
age-related declines in BMD in postmenopausal women.
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RET
Muscular strength. Changes in strength after RET are
assessed using a variety of methods, including isometric,
isokinetic, one-repetition maximum (1-RM), and multiplerepetition (e.g., 3-RM) maximum-effort protocols. In
general, strength increases after RET in older adults seem
to be greater with measures of 1-RM or 3-RM performance compared with isometric or isokinetic measures
(64,73,102,172). Older adults can substantially increase
their strength after RET—with reported increases ranging
from less than 25% (34,64,82,89,91) to greater than 100%
(63,66,73,140). The influence of age on the capacity to
increase strength after RET is complex. Several studies
have demonstrated similar percent strength gains between
older and younger participants (89,91,99,114,169), whereas
others have reported that percent strength increases are less
for older compared with younger adults (139,144). Additional reports suggest that the effects of age on strength
adaptations may be influenced by gender (109), duration of
the training intervention (112), and/or the specific muscle
groups examined (259).
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Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category A. Older adults can substantially increase
their strength after RET.
Muscle power. Power production is equivalent to the
force or torque of a muscular contraction multiplied by its
velocity. Studies suggest that power-producing capabilities
are more strongly associated with functional performance
than muscle strength in older adults (11,57,60,71,227).
Moreover, the age-related loss of muscle power occurs at a
greater rate than the loss of strength (23,88,93,111,159)
most likely owing to a disproportionate reduction in the size
of Type II fibers (130,140). However, substantial increases
in power (measured using isokinetic, isotonic, stair
climbing, and vertical jumping protocols) are demonstrated
after RET in older adults (58,64,67,68,112,169). Several
earlier studies reported greater increases in maximum
strength compared with power (67,115,227); however, the
training protocols in these studies used traditional, slowermovement speeds. More recent studies, incorporating
higher-velocity training protocols, suggest that the gains in
power may be either comparable (58,112,169) or greater
(68) to gains in maximum strength/force production.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category A. Substantial increases in muscular power
have been demonstrated after RET in older adults.
Muscle quality. Muscle quality (MQ) is defined in
muscular performance (strength or power) per unit muscle
volume or mass. Understanding the effects of RET on MQ
in older adults is important because most studies suggest
that increases in strength and power after RET are greater
than would be expected based upon changes in muscle mass
alone (8,73,110,246). These findings are magnified during
the earlier phases of training (91,163). Although increased
motor unit recruitment and/or discharge rates are thought to
be the primary contributors to increased MQ after RET
(42,82,89,91,144), other factors including decreased activation of antagonistic muscle groups (89,91), alterations in
muscle architecture and tendon stiffness (193–195), and
selective hypertrophy of Type II muscle fiber areas
(36,92,148) may also influence MQ. Although the hypertrophic response is diminished in older adults, increases in
MQ are similar between older and younger men (110,259)
but may be greater in younger women compared with older
women (90). Improvements in MQ do not seem to be sexspecific, and adaptations after RET seem to be similar
between older men and women (91,246).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B. Increases in MQ are similar between older
and younger adults, and these improvements do not seem to be
sex-specific.
Muscle endurance. Although the ability to repeatedly
produce muscular force and power over an extended period
may determine an older adult’s travel range and functional
independence, the effects of RET on muscular endurance
are relatively understudied. Increases in muscular strength,
secondary to neurological, metabolic, and/or hypertrophic
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conforms to the principles known to be associated with
skeletal adaptation, namely, higher intensity, progressive,
and novel loading, as well as high strain rates. For example,
Vincent and Braith (254) reported a 1.96% increase in BMD
at the femoral neck, with no significant changes in total
body, spine, or Ward’s Triangle BMD—after high-intensity,
low-volume RET of 24 wk in duration. However, other
studies have demonstrated more modest effects. For example, Stewart et al. (233) reported that group data inferred a
decrease in average BMD with combined low-intensity RET
and aerobic training; however, regression modeling revealed
a positive relation between increases in strength and
increases in femoral BMD. Rhodes et al. (198) also reported
significant correlations (0.27–0.40) between changes in leg
strength and femoral and lumbar BMD changes; however,
they too found no between-group differences in controls and
exercisers who performed 12 months of RET (75% 1-RM;
3 dIwkj1).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B. High-intensity RET preserves or improves
BMD relative to sedentary controls, with a direct relationship between muscle and bone adaptations.
Metabolic and endocrine effects. The effects of
short- and long-term RET programs on basal metabolic rate
(BMR) in older adults are not clear. Some investigations have
reported increases of 7%–9% in BMR after 12–26 wk of
exercise (33,105,139,249), whereas other studies of similar
duration have not demonstrated changes (158,237). RET
programs can enhance older adults’ use of fat as a fuel, as
indicated by increased lipid oxidation and decreased carbohydrate and amino acid oxidation at rest (105,249). Serum
cholesterol and triglycerides are also influenced by RET, and
reports suggest that training can increase HDL cholesterol by
8%–21%, decrease LDL cholesterol by 13%–23%, and
reduce triglyceride levels by 11%–18% (62,86,114).
Resting testosterone is lower in older adults, and acute
responses of total and free testosterone to weight lifting are
blunted in seniors after RET. Neither short- (10–12 wk)
(45,112,135) nor longer-term (21–24 wk) (22,87) RET
increases resting concentrations of total or free testosterone.
A decrease in resting cortisol (15%–25%) (112,133),
however, has previously been observed, which may create
a favorable environment for muscle hypertrophy. Peptide
hormones, including growth hormone and insulin-like
growth factor 1 (IGF-1) also have important anabolic
action. Circulating growth hormone stimulates synthesis of
IGF-1 in the liver, and circulating IGF-1 promotes
differentiation of satellite cells into myotubes (95). Another
IGF, mechanogrowth factor, is synthesized locally in
muscle and signals the proliferation of satellite cells (94).
Although one report suggests that RET may increase
circulating IGF-1 in participants with low baseline serum
IGF-1 levels (178), most investigations suggest that RET
does not alter circulating IGF-1 (8,15,22,89). RET also
seems to have no effect on free IGF-1 (15) and does not
decrease IGF-1 binding proteins (22,178).
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adaptations, are likely to translate into increased muscular
endurance by 1) reducing the motor-unit activation required
to complete submaximal tasks (104,136), 2) reducing the
coactivation of antagonistic muscles (75,91), 3) increasing
high-energy phosphate (adenosine triphosphate and creatine
phosphate) availability (103), 4) shifting the expression of
myosin heavy chain isoforms from IIb (IIx) to IIa (215), 5)
increasing mitochondrial density and oxidative capacity
(116), and 6) reducing the percent of available myofiber
volume required to complete submaximal tasks. Marked
improvements (34%–200%) in muscular endurance have
been reported after RET using moderate- to higher-intensity
protocols (2,82,255).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category C. Improvements in muscular endurance
have been reported after RET using moderate- to higherintensity protocols, whereas lower-intensity RET does not
improve muscular endurance.
Body composition. Most studies report an increase in
FFM with high-intensity RET. Men tend to have greater
increase in FFM after RET than women, but these sex
differences are no longer seen when FFM is expressed
relative to initial FFM (102). Although some have
suggested that this increase in FFM is primarily due to an
increase in total body water (33), both muscle tissue and
bone are also affected by RET. Increases in FFM can be
attributed to increases in muscle cross-sectional areas
(203,248) and volumes (203). These changes seem to be a
result of an increase in Type IIa fiber areas, with a decrease
in Type IIx fiber area (8) and no change in Type I fiber area
(36). A recent review (103) of 20 studies found that older
adults demonstrate hypertrophy of muscle tissue of between
10% and 62% after RET.
Several studies have found that moderate- or high-intensity
RET decreases total body fat mass (FM), with losses ranging from 1.6% to 3.4% (8,33,102,105,106,108,114,249). Recently, investigators have attempted to determine the effect
of RET on regional FM—specifically subcutaneous adipose
tissue (SAT) and intra-abdominal adipose tissue (IAAT).
Binder et al. (17) reported no change in IAAT or SAT in frail
older adults after 12 wk of RET; however, Hunter et al.
(102) reported sex-specific effects—demonstrating that elder
women, but not men, lost IAAT (12%) and SAT (6%) after
25 wk of moderate-intensity (65%–80% 1-RM) RET. Others
reported that both older men and women decreased IAAT by
10% (108,248) after 16 wk of RET.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B/C. Favorable changes in body composition,
including increased FFM and decreased FM have been reported
in older adults who participate in moderate or high intensity
RET.
Bone health. Several meta-analyses have concluded that
RET as well as AET have significant positive effects on BMD
in most sites in both pre- and postmenopausal women
(124,125,256,266). In general, 1%–2% differences between
RET and sedentary controls are seen in RCTs in which RET

Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category B/C. Evidence of the effect of RET on metabolic variables is mixed. There is some evidence that RET can
alter the preferred fuel source used under resting conditions, but
there is inconsistent evidence regarding the effects of RET on
BMR. The effect of RET on a variety of different hormones
has been studied increasingly in recent years; however, the
exact nature of the relationship is not yet well understood.
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Balance Training
Several studies have examined relationships among age,
exercise, and balance with the most research having been
conducted in populations at risk for falling (i.e., osteoporotic
women, frail older adults, subjects with a previous fall history)
(231). Several large prospective cohort studies link higher
levels of physical activity, particularly walking, with 30%–
50% reduction in the risk of osteoporotic fractures (74).
However, these studies do not provide data on the utility of
balance training alone for achieving this outcome. Nonetheless, balance training activities such as lower body strengthening and walking over difficult terrain have been shown to
significantly improve balance in many studies, and are thus
recommended as part of an exercise intervention to prevent
falls (74,21,181,204). Older adults identified at the highest
risk for falls seem to benefit from an individually tailored
exercise program that is embedded within a larger, multifactorial falls-prevention intervention (243,48,202). Multimodal
programs of balance, strength, flexibility, and walking (30–
32,171) are shown to reduce the risk of both noninjurious
and injurious falls. In addition, there is some evidence that tai
chi programs can be effective in reducing the risk of both
noninjurious and injurious falls (141,265).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category C. Multimodal exercise, usually including strength
and balance exercises, and tai chi have been shown to be effective in reducing the risk of noninjurious and sometimes injurious falls in populations who are at an elevated risk of falling.
Stretching and flexibility training. Despite decrements in joint ROM with age and established links among
poor flexibility, mobility, and physical independence
(16,222,262), there remains a surprisingly small number of
studies that have documented or compared the effects of
specific ROM exercises on flexibility outcomes in older
populations. One well-controlled study of 70-yr-old women
reported significant improvements in low back/hamstring
flexibility (+25%) and spinal extension (+40%) after 10 wk
of a supervised static stretching program (3 dIwkj1) that
involved a series of low back and hip exercises (200).
Improvements of a similar magnitude have been documented
for upper body (i.e., shoulder) and lower body (ankle, knee)
flexibility in older men and women using a combination of
stretching and rhythmic movements through full ROM (e.g.,
stretching + yoga or tai chi) (231). Collectively, these results
suggest that flexibility can be increased in the major joints by
ROM exercises per se in healthy older adults. However,
there is little consensus regarding how much (frequency,
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duration) and what types of ROM exercises (static vs
dynamic) are the safest and most effective for older adults.
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category D. Few controlled studies have examined
the effect of flexibility exercise on ROM in older adults.
There is some evidence that flexibility can be increased in
the major joints by ROM exercises; however, how much
and what types of ROM exercises are most effective have
not been established.
Effect of exercise and physical activity on physical functioning and daily life activities. The degree to
which participation in exercise and physical activity translates
into improved physical functioning and enhanced performance
of everyday life activities is not yet clear. Contrasting findings
of improved versus unchanged physical performance after a
variety of exercise activities (e.g., walking, stair climbing,
balance, chair standing) have been reported, and there is not a
simple linear relationship between participation in physical
activity and changes in disability (i.e., dependence in ADL).
For example, improvements of between 7% and 17% have
been demonstrated for self-selected and/or maximum-effort
walking velocity after a variety of RET programs
(13,90,96,99,118,208,226); however, nonsignificant changes
have also been reported after lower- and higher-intensity
interventions (27,28,58,80,117). Although some studies demonstrated improvements across a variety of functional tasks
(12,13,96,99,162,255), other studies suggest functional performance adaptations are more specific, resulting in changes
in one functional measure (e.g., walking) but not others (e.g.,
chair-rise or stair climb performance) (208). Nonetheless,
there does seem to be a relationship between maintaining
cardiovascular fitness levels and the likelihood of becoming
functionally dependent in an 8-yr follow-up study of older
adults (180). The nature and strength of the relationship
between physical activity and functional performance are
likely to vary as a function of the specific physical activity
functional measures selected (205,227). Furthermore, because specificity of training principles suggest that performance adaptations will be greatest for those activities that
mimic the kinematics, resistances, and movement speeds
used in the training program, many authors have emphasized
the importance of prescribing higher-velocity movements
using activities that mimic ADL (10,13,47,60,162).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category C/D. The effect of exercise on physical
performance is poorly understood and does not seem to be
linear. RET has been shown to favorably impact walking, chair
stand, and balance activities, but more information is needed to
understand the precise nature of the relationship between
exercise and functional performance.
BENEFITS OF EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
In addition to its effects on physiological variables and a
variety of chronic diseases and conditions, there is now strong
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have linked participation in regular physical activity with a
reduced risk for dementia or cognitive decline in older adults.
Examples include the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (268),
which reported that activity level was linked to changes in
Mini-Mental Status Examination scores, and the Canadian
Study of Health and Aging, which demonstrated that
physical activity was associated with lower risk of cognitive
impairment and dementia (138). It also seems that decreases
in physical mobility are linked to cognitive decline (127).
The InCHIANTI study reported an association between
physical mobility, specifically walking speed and ability to
walk 1 km, with signs of neurological disease (65).
Similarly, the Oregon Brain Aging Study reported an
association between walking speed and onset of cognitive
impairment (147) Finally, the MacArthur Research Network
on Successful Aging Community Study reported associations between declines in cognitive performance and routine
physical tasks including measures of grip strength and
mobility (i.e., walking speed, chair stands) (238).
Experimental trials of exercise interventions in older
adults demonstrate that acute exposure to a single bout of
aerobic exercise can result in short-term improvements in
memory, attention, and reaction time (39), but more importantly, participation in both AET and RET alone, and
in combination, leads to sustained improvements in cognitive performance, particularly for executive control tasks
(39). Several studies have compared the individual and
combined effects of physical and mental exercise interventions (61,177). These studies found cognitive benefits to
be larger with the combined cognitive and aerobic training
paradigms. The mechanism for the relationship between
physical activity and exercise and cognitive functioning
is not well understood; however, several researchers
have suggested that enhanced blood flow, increased brain
volume, elevations in brain-derived neurotrophic factor,
and improvements in neurotransmitter systems and IGF-1
function may occur in response to behavioral and aerobic
training (40,134).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category A/B. Epidemiological studies suggest that
cardiovascular fitness and higher levels of physical activity reduce the risk of cognitive decline and dementia. Experimental studies demonstrate that AET, RET, and
especially combined AET and RET can improve cognitive
performance in previously sedentary older adults for some
measures of cognitive functioning but not others. Exercise
and fitness effects are largest for tasks that require complex
processing requiring executive control.
Physical activity and QOL in old age. QOL is a
psychological construct, which has commonly been defined as
a conscious judgment of the satisfaction an individual has with
respect to his/her own life (182). In a review of the literature
that has examined the relationship between physical activity
and QOL in old age, Rejeski and Mihalko (196) conclude
that the bulk of the evidence supports the conclusion that
physical activity seems to be positively associated with many
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evidence that exercise and physical activity have a significant
impact on several psychological parameters. In this revision of
the ACSM Position Stand ‘‘Exercise and Physical Activity for
Older Adults,’’ we update the previous edition of the Position
Stand with respect to new evidence regarding the effect of
participation in regular physical activity on overall psychological health and well-being, the effect of exercise and
physical activity on cognitive functioning, and the impact of
exercise and physical activity on overall QOL. In addition, for
the first time, we include a separate section that focuses on a
relatively new literature that examines the effect of RET on
psychological health and well-being.
Physical activity and psychological well-being in
aging. There is now considerable evidence that regular
physical activity is associated with significant improvements in overall psychological health and well-being
(155,231). Both higher physical fitness (20,29,221) and
participation in AET are associated with a decreased risk for
clinical depression or anxiety (20,56,153). Exercise and
physical activity have been proposed to impact psychological well-being through their moderating and mediating
effects on constructs such as self-concept and self-esteem
(72). However, other pathways may also be operative, such
as reduction in visceral adiposity along with associated
elevation in cortisol (186) and inflammatory adipokines
(263,269) that have been implicated in hippocampal
atrophy, cognitive, and affective impairments (143). In
addition, for many seniors, aging is associated with a loss of
perceived control (9). Because perceptions of control over
one’s own life are known to be related to psychological
health and well-being, exercise scientists have begun to
focus on the relationship between activity and various
indices of psychosocial control, self-efficacy, and perceived
competency (156). McAuley and Katula (155) reviewed the
literature examining the relationship between physical
activity and self-efficacy in older adults. They conclude
that most well-controlled exercise training studies result in
significant improvements in both physical fitness and selfefficacy for physical activity in older adults. Several studies
suggest that moderate-intensity physical activity may be
more effective than either low- or high-intensity training
regimens (128,154). There is growing recognition that
physical activity self-efficacy is not only an important
outcome measure as a result of participation in activity, it
may also be an important predictor of sustained behavioral
change in sedentary populations (56).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category A/B. Regular physical activity is associated
with significant improvements in overall psychological wellbeing. Both physical fitness and AET are associated with a
decreased risk for clinical depression or anxiety. Exercise and
physical activity have been proposed to impact psychological
well-being through their moderating and mediating effects on
constructs such as self-concept and self-esteem.
Physical activity, cognitive functioning, and
aging. Both cross-sectional and prospective cohort studies

but not all domains of QOL. Researchers have consistently
shown that when physical activity is associated with significant increases in self-efficacy, improvements in healthrelated QOL are most likely to occur (155).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence category D. Although physical activity seems to be
positively associated with some aspects of QOL, the precise
nature of the relationship is poorly understood.
Effects of RET on psychological health and wellbeing. Recent reviews suggest that RET can improve

several indices of psychological health and well-being
including anxiety, depression, overall well-being, and
QOL (6,168,230,240). The randomized controlled trial
evidence for RET as an isolated intervention for the
treatment of clinical depression in both younger and older
cohorts is robust and consistent. Both AET (81,151,153)
and RET (150,224,225) produce clinically meaningful
improvements in depression in clinical patients, with
response rates ranging from 25% to 88%. Studies are less
consistent among seniors without clinical depression. For

TABLE 4. Summary of the SORT evidence strength taxonomy.
Evidence Strength:
A = Highest, D = Lowest
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Evidence Statements
Section 1: Normal human aging
Advancing age is associated with physiologic changes that result in reductions in functional capacity and altered body composition.
Advancing age is associated with declines in physical activity volume and intensity.
Advancing age is associated with increased risk for chronic diseases but physical activity significantly reduces this risk.
Section 2: Physical activity and the aging process
Regular physical activity increases average life expectancy through its influence on chronic disease development, through the mitigation of age-related
biological changes and their associated effects on health and well-being, and through the preservation of functional capacity.
Individuals differ widely in how they age and in how they adapt to an exercise program. It is likely that lifestyle and genetic factors contribute to the wide
interindividual variability seen in older adults.
Healthy older adults are able to engage in acute aerobic or resistance exercise and experience positive adaptations to exercise training.
Regular physical activity can favorably influence a broad range of physiological systems and may be a major lifestyle factor that discriminates between
those individuals who have and have not experienced successful aging.
Regular physical activity reduces the risk of developing a large number of chronic diseases and conditions and is valuable in the treatment of
numerous diseases.
Section 3: Benefits of physical activity and exercise
Vigorous, long-term participation in AET is associated with elevated cardiovascular reserve and skeletal muscle adaptations, which enable the aerobically
trained older individual to sustain a submaximal exercise load with less cardiovascular stress and muscular fatigue than their untrained peers. Prolonged
aerobic exercise also seems to slow the age-related accumulation of central body fat and is cardioprotective.
Prolonged participation in RET is consistently associated with higher muscle and bone mass and strength, which are not seen as consistently seen with
prolonged AET alone.
AET programs of sufficient intensity (Q60% of pretraining V̇O2max), frequency, and length (Q3 dIwkj1 for Q16 wk) can significantly increase V̇O2max in
healthy middle-aged and older adults.
Three or more months of moderate-intensity AET elicits cardiovascular adaptations in healthy middle-aged and older adults, which are evident at rest and
in response to acute dynamic exercise.
In studies involving overweight middle-aged and older adults, moderate-intensity AET has been shown to be effective in reducing total body fat. In
contrast, most studies report no significant effect of AET on FFM.
AET can induce a variety of favorable metabolic adaptations including enhanced glycemic control, augmented clearance of postprandial lipids, and
preferential utilization of fat during submaximal exercise.
AET may be effective in counteracting age-related declines in BMD in postmenopausal women
Older adults can substantially increase their strength after RET.
Substantial increases in muscular power have been demonstrated after RET in older adults.
Increases in MQ are similar between older and younger adults, and these improvements do not seem to be sex-specific.
Improvements in muscular endurance have been reported after RET using moderate- to higher-intensity protocols, whereas lower-intensity RET does not
improve muscular endurance.
The effect of exercise on physical performance is poorly understood and does not seem to be linear. RET has been shown to favorably impact walking,
chair stand, and balance activities, but more information is needed to understand the precise nature of the relationship between exercise and
functional performance
Favorable changes in body composition, including increased FFM and decreased FM have been reported in older adults who participate in moderate or
high intensity RET.
High-intensity RET preserves or improves BMD relative to sedentary controls, with a direct relationship between muscle and bone adaptations.
Evidence of the effect of RET on metabolic variables is mixed. There is some evidence that RET can alter the preferred fuel source used under resting
conditions, but there is inconsistent evidence regarding the effects of RET on BMR. The effect of RET on a variety of different hormones has been
studied increasingly in recent years; however, the exact nature of the relationship is not yet well understood.
Multimodal exercise, usually including strength and balance exercises, and tai chi have been shown to be effective in reducing the risk of noninjurious and
sometimes injurious falls in populations who are at an elevated risk of falling.
Few controlled studies have examined the effect of flexibility exercise on ROM in older adults. There is some evidence that flexibility can be increased in the
major joints by ROM exercises; however, how much and what types of ROM exercises are most effective have not been established.
Regular physical activity is associated with significant improvements in overall psychological well-being. Both physical fitness and AET are associated with
a decreased risk for clinical depression or anxiety. Exercise and physical activity have been proposed to impact psychological well-being through their
moderating and mediating effects on constructs such as self-concept and self-esteem.
Epidemiological studies suggest that cardiovascular fitness and higher levels of physical activity reduce the risk of cognitive decline and dementia.
Experimental studies demonstrate that AET, RET, and especially combined AET and RET can improve cognitive performance in previously sedentary older
adults for some measures of cognitive functioning but not others. Exercise and fitness effects are largest for tasks that require complex processing
requiring executive control.
Although physical activity seems to be positively associated with some aspects of QOL, the precise nature of the relationship is poorly understood.
There is a strong evidence that high-intensity RET is effective in the treatment of clinical depression. More evidence is needed regarding the intensity and
frequency of RET needed to elicit specific improvements in other measures of psychological health and well-being.

A
A/Ba
B
A
B
A
B/Ca
A/Ba

B

B
A
A/Ba
A/Ba
B
B
A
A
B
C
C/Da

B/C
B
B/C

C
D
A/B

A/B

D
A/B

a
Any review of evidence pertaining to exercise and physical activity in older adult populations will necessarily be interdisciplinary and subject to differences in research design across
various subdisciplines within exercise science. Whenever possible, a single SORT rating is provided; however, occasionally, when the strength of evidence varies across studies, a
composite rating is provided.
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example, symptoms of depression did not improve after
light-resistance elastic band training in frail communitydwelling seniors without clinical symptoms (35). Mean
depression scores also did not improve in healthy, independent but sedentary older women after either moderate- or
higher-intensity RET using weight machines; however,
anxiety levels did decreased after moderate-intensity RET
(250). Improvements in overall well-being and QOL
measures (e.g., body pain, vitality, social functioning,
morale, and/or sleep quality) have also been reported after
RET using moderate- and higher-intensity protocols in
community-dwelling seniors with minor or major depression (223) and in independent sedentary older women
(250). In contrast, low-intensity task-unspecific protocols
may not be effective in improving QOL measures in healthy
independent seniors (80,154).
Evidence statement and recommendation. Evidence
category A/B. There is a strong evidence that high-intensity
RET is effective in the treatment of clinical depression.
More evidence is needed regarding the intensity and frequency of RET needed to elicit specific improvements in
other measures of psychological health and well-being.

CONCLUSIONS

The writing group would like to acknowledge the contributions of
Drs. Loren Chiu (Metabolic Effects), Sean Flanagan (Body Composition), Beth Parker (Stretching and Flexibility training), and Kevin
Short (Metabolic effects) who provided assistance in the preparation
of sections of the Position Stand.
This pronouncement was reviewed by the American College of
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Jones, Ph.D.; Priscilla G. MacRae, Ph.D., FACSM; Miriam C. Morey,
Ph.D.; Anthony A. Vandervoort, Ph.D., FACSM; and Kevin R.
Vincent, M.D., Ph.D.
This Position Stand replaces the 1998 ACSM Position Stand,
‘‘Exercise and Physical Activity for Older Adults.’’ Med Sci. Sports
Exerc. 1998;30(6):992–1008.
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Although no amount of physical activity can stop the
biological aging process, there is evidence that regular
exercise can minimize the physiological effects of an
otherwise sedentary lifestyle and increase active life
expectancy by limiting the development and progression
of chronic disease and disabling conditions. There is
also emerging evidence for psychological and cognitive
benefits accruing from regular exercise participation by
older adults (Table 4). It is not yet possible to describe in
detail exercise programs that will optimize physical functioning and health in all groups of older adults. New
evidence also suggests that some of the adaptive responses
to exercise training are genotype-sensitive, at least in animal
studies (14). Nevertheless, several evidence-based conclusions can be drawn relative to exercise and physical activity
in the older adult population: 1) A combination of AET and
RET activities seems to be more effective than either form
of training alone in counteracting the detrimental effects of
a sedentary lifestyle on the health and functioning of the
cardiovascular system and skeletal muscles. 2) Although

there are clear fitness, metabolic, and performance benefits
associated with higher-intensity exercise training programs
in healthy older adults, it is now evident that such programs
do not need to be of high intensity to reduce the risks of
developing chronic cardiovascular and metabolic disease.
However, the outcome of treatment of some established
diseases and geriatric syndromes is more effective with
higher-intensity exercise (e.g., type 2 diabetes, clinical
depression, osteopenia, sarcopenia, muscle weakness). 3)
The acute effects of a single session of aerobic exercise are
relatively short-lived, and the chronic adaptations to
repeated sessions of exercise are quickly lost upon cessation
of training, even in regularly active older adults. 4) The
onset and patterns of physiological decline with aging vary
across physiological systems and between sexes, and some
adaptive responses to training are age- and sex-dependent.
Thus, the extent to which exercise can reverse ageassociated physiological deterioration may depend, in part,
on the hormonal status and age at which a specific
intervention is initiated. 5) Ideally, exercise prescription
for older adults should include aerobic exercise, muscle
strengthening exercises, and flexibility exercises. In addition, individuals who are at risk for falling or mobility
impairment should also perform specific exercises to
improve balance in addition to the other components of
health-related physical fitness. The conclusions of this
Position Stand are highly consistent with the recently
published 2008 Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans,
which state that regular physical activity is essential for
healthy aging. Adults aged 65 yr and older gain substantial
health benefits from regular physical activity, and these
benefits continue to occur throughout their lives. Promoting
physical activity for older adults is especially important
because this population is the least physically active of any
age group (50).
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